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37 of 38 review helpful Easy access to the complexities of Consciousness By Gary Reiner It s about time Finally 
someone i e Richard Smoley has done an excellent job putting together a book about the very heady topic of 
consciousness made accessible for everyone yet not simplistic regardless whether one is a novice or journeyman From 
start to finish Smoley uses easily understandable language to explain various In this fascinating book Richard Smoley 
examines the roles God has played for us and reconciles them with what we today know through science and reason In 
the process he shows that consciousness is the underlying reality beneath everything in the universe In one of 
Hinduism rsquo s great myths Shiva plays a dice game with his consort Parvati and loses consistently If he is the 
greatest god why does he lose Through this story Richard Smoley explores From Publishers Weekly While the subtitle 
could imply grandiose theorizing Smoley Forbidden Faith the former editor of the journal Gnosis and a specialist in 
esoteric religious thought has written a commendably modest book In it the sacred V 
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